Materials Management - eProcurement

Purchase Requisitions (PR) – Legacy Interface
Differences between the LEGACY USER INTERFACE to the NEW USER EXPERIENCE

Purchase Requisition (PR) section of the LEGACY USER INTERFACE

As with all other aspects of this updated interface, no functionality has been added or removed, only the visual look and organization of the on-screen workspaces has changed.

NEW vs LEGACY
In the LEGACY USER INTERFACE, document functions can be found under the Document Actions dropdown menu (top right). In the NEW USER EXPERIENCE, document functions are in the dropdown menu under Requisitions (top left).

Left margin status and menus have been integrated into the display in the New User Experience.

The Classic Experience “Document Actions” menu is now a drop down menu under “Requisition” in the New User Experience.
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**NEW vs LEGACY**

Section edit buttons in the LEGACY INTERFACE are replaced by pencil icons in the NEW USER EXPERIENCE.

In the LEGACY INTERFACE sections can be opened and collapsed by selecting the > icon to the left.

In the NEW USER EXPERIENCE, different layout allows more sections to be simultaneously open.
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NEW vs LEGACY
• In the NEW USER EXPERIENCE, document functions are in the dropdown menu under Requisition (top left).
• Section edit buttons in the LEGACY INTERFACE are replaced by pencil icons in the NEW USER EXPERIENCE.
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NEW vs LEGACY
- Section **edit** buttons in the LEGACY INTERFACE are replaced by pencil icons in the NEW USER EXPERIENCE
- In the LEGACY INTERFACE, approval workflow diagram is always open and visible